Wireless Operator Whose Waves Bothered Uncle Sam

Robert Crawford, the Seventeen Year Old High School Boy Who Built a Wireless Outfit by Himself, with Strong Waves That Affected Government Messages.

ROBERT CRAWFORD HAS WIRELESS STATION
High School Student Builds One for Himself That Attracts Attention of the Country.

Robert Crawford, 2529 Vincennes avenue, a seventeen year old youth, is astounding the world with his knowledge of wireless telegraphy. Robert has, while a student at the Wendell Phillips high school, built for himself the entire wireless station which he has at his home. All its wiring, coil work, transmitter, receiver, telegraph keys and all other parts of this wonderful working apparatus was the work of his own hands.

The government restriction owing to the war had reduced them to three. Young Crawford has talked to Key West, Fla., and coast of the Atlantic coast towns. He is a member of the Wireless Club, which is all white except himself. He is a student of the Wendell Phillips high school and has a record that every boy should be proud of. All high schools in the country should take this case for an example and strive to point out the good this young man has accomplished. The young man has a wonderful future before him. He is also an artist of rare ability.